If you like brief driving directions just look at the directions in the website of Rincon of the Seas hotel.

The distances given on the road signs are in kilometers. The speed limits are in miles per hour. The heights of the bridges are given in feet and inches. (This is a consequence of the history of Puerto Rico. The Spaniards didn’t have cars.)

The notation Pr-22 is just road #22. But this is the way it appears in a google map of Puerto Rico.

From San Juan international airport (Luis Muñoz Marín)

Leaving the airport on Pr-17 keep to the right to exit towards the Isla Verde and San Juan. You will be on the road Pr-26.

The exit on the right for road Pr-22 via tunnel Minillas is around 3 miles. After you have been on Pr-22 for a mile or so the road bifurcates. Keep on at the right side of the Y towards Bayamon and Arecibo. (The left side of the Y becomes Pr-18 and it will take you to Caguas and Ponce.)

Around 2 miles after the bifurcation there is the last toll for the inward traffic into San Juan; at this point you are with the outward traffic so no toll for you yet.

The last toll on your side is in Arecibo and Pr-22 will lead you to a dead-end and while turning left it will merge with Pr-2, west.

From now on there will be stoplights every once in a while. All the time you will be traveling west through Hatillo, Quebradillas, Isabela and then you will be in Aguadilla and will see a sign for its airport, Rafael Hernandez Colon. Keep going on Pr-2.

In some moment there will be still another stoplight in which Pr-2 turns left (You will be going south until it is time to leave Pr-2.) In the turning south stoplight you will see a Burger King on your right and Plaza Ferram on your left, where there is a KFC, a McDonald’s, etc. Very soon there will be an exit to Pr-107 that also goes to the airport in Aguadilla, and right after that a stoplight. Keep going south on Pr-2.
Pass the stadium on your left and then pass the stoplight with the Walgreens on your right. Then you will get to a stoplight with a pedestrian overpass; this is road Pr-417 in Aguada. Keep going south on Pr-2.

When you see on your right a Mega Texas gas station, and a stoplight nearby, you are near the next stoplight at the intersection of Pr-2 with Pr-402. There is a McDonald’s there. Turn right on Pr-402. At this moment you are around 9 miles of the Rincon of the Seas hotel.

Pr-402 ends at Pr-115 and you will turn right (120 degrees) towards Rincon. From now on you will be on Pr-115. The distance between the first Texaco that you will see on your right and the second on your left is around 2 or 3 miles. Then you will see on your left a restaurant, Bambino, and on your right plaza Bonet. Around a quarter of a mile on the left side is the Rincon of the Seas hotel.

**From the airport in Aguadilla (Rafael Hernandez Colon)**

Take a left out of the airport’s parking area. Follow the road, Ave Ing Orlando Alarcon, until it ends. You should have the golf course in front of you. Make a left on to road Pr-107 (you should see the airport runway to your left and golf course to your right). Follow the Pr-107 until it meets highway Pr-2.

Travel on Pr-2 due south. (From now you will follow the same directions as if you were coming from San Juan international airport.)

Pass the stadium on your left and then pass the stoplight with the Walgreens on your right. Then you will get to a stoplight with a pedestrian overpass; this is road Pr-417 in Aguada. Keep going south on Pr-2.

When you see on your right a Mega Texas gas station, and a stoplight nearby, you are near the next stoplight at the intersection of Pr-2 with Pr-402. There is a McDonald’s there. Turn right on Pr-402. At this moment you are around 9 miles of the Rincon of the Seas hotel.

Pr-402 ends at Pr-115 and you will turn right (120 degrees) towards Rincon. From now on you will be on Pr-115. The distance between the first Texaco
that you will see on your right and the second on your left is around 2 or 3 miles. Then you will see on your left a restaurant, Bambino, and on your right plaza Bonet. Around a quarter of a mile on the left side is the Rincon of the Seas hotel.